MACS® Cell Separation
Select the best

MACS® Technology
One portfolio for all your cell isolation needs
MACS® Technology enables the magnetic separation of cell
populations based on surface antigens. It is a fast and gentle
method for the isolation of viable and functional cells by labeling
epitopes with specific antibodies conjugated to superparamagnetic
beads.
The MACS Technology portfolio provides a broad range of options
for the isolation of virtually any cell type. Thereby, you enjoy the
freedom to choose the cell isolation method that is best for your
cells and your specific requirements. Our portfolio offers consistent,
reliable cell separation solutions across basic and clinical research.
With MACS Technology, you are sure to select the best.
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Positive
selection
Untouched
isolation

Isolation strategy

Starting material
Single-cell suspensions

Blood products

e.g. PBMCs, dissociated tissues (incl. tumors)

e.g. whole blood, buffy coat, apheresis products

MACS® MicroBeads

StraightFrom® MicroBeads

•	Columns

•	Columns

•	Nano-sized MicroBeads

•	Nano-sized MicroBeads

•	UltraPure and REAlease™ MicroBeads

MACS Cell Isolation Kits

MACSxpress® Beads

•	Columns

• Column-free

• Nano-sized MicroBeads

• Micro-sized MACSxpress Beads

MACS® MicroBeads
See what makes MACS Technology the
most-cited cell isolation technology.

See page 4

MACS® Columns
Learn about the advantages of MACS Columns –
tested and trusted.

See page 5

The MACS® Technology
advantage
Discover the advantage of using
MACS MicroBeads and Columns.

See page 6

Cell separation
• Cell isolation from single-cell suspensions and dissociated tissues
• Cell isolation directly from blood products
• The next step in flexibility – label-free cells and challenging samples

See pages 7–9

Manual and automated
cell isolation
Choose the right cell isolation method for
your specific needs.

See page 10
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MACS® MicroBeads

MACS® MicroBeads – proven
technology for basic research and
clinical applications
MACS® MicroBeads are 50-nm superparamagnetic particles
that are conjugated to highly specific antibodies against a
particular cell surface antigen. Due to their small size, the
beads do not activate cells. Furthermore, MACS MicroBeads
do not have to be removed for any downstream application.
• MACS MicroBead Technology gives you the most
flexible, most proven method for cell separation
• Minimal cell labeling with nano-sized MicroBeads
ensures preservation of cellular integrity and
characteristics
• Used in over 55,000 clinical cellular treatments to date

MACS MicroBead Technology owes its longstanding success
to the ingenious combination of nano-sized superparamagnetic beads and a strong magnetic field in our MACS
Columns. Only this technology ensures minimal labeling of
target cells and the preservation of cellular properties.
Cell separation with MACS MicroBeads is based on three
easy steps: magnetic labeling, magnetic separation, and
elution of labeled cells (fig. 1).

1. Magnetic labeling
Cells of interest are
magnetically labeled with
MACS MicroBeads.

2. Magnetic separation
Cells are separated in a
MACS Column placed in
a MACS Separator.
The flow-through fraction
can be collected as the
negative fraction depleted
of the labeled cells.

3. Elution of labeled cells
The column is removed from
the separator. The retained cells
are eluted as the enriched,
positively selected cell fraction.

LEARN MORE
For more information on MACS MicroBeads
please visit
miltenyibiotec.com/microbeads

Figure 1: It only takes three easy steps to get viable cells with high yield
and purity from your sample.

VIDEO
Watch how to isolate cells in three easy steps at
miltenyibiotec.com/3-easy-steps
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MACS® Columns

MACS Columns –
maximal magnetic power
for minimal cell labeling
At the heart of MACS® MicroBead Technology is the MACS
Column, containing a matrix composed of ferromagnetic
spheres covered with a cell-friendly coating.

Figure 2: MACS Columns were developed for the fast separation of any
cell type labeled with MACS MicroBeads.

When the column is placed in a MACS Separator, the
spheres amplify the magnetic field by 10,000-fold, thus
inducing a strong magnetic force within the column. The
magnetic field efficiently retains cells labeled with the small,
nano-sized beads.

Figure 3: MACS Column placed in a MidiMACS™ Separator.

LEARN MORE
Tailored formats for excellent results –
find the optimal column for your cells at
m
 iltenyibiotec.com/columns

The spacious matrix inside the MACS Columns ensures that
unlabeled cells can easily flow through while minimally
labeled cells (fig. 4) are gently yet effectively retained (fig. 5).
This minimizes stress on the cells and allows for efficient
washing while preventing cell aggregation.

A

Conventional

B

MACS Column

Figure 4: Without the use of a MACS Column, extensive labeling or
large beads are needed for an adequate magnetic retention. Only when
using MACS Columns, the amplification of the magnetic force ensures
effective cell retention with minimal labeling using the small beads.

MACS® Columns enable gentle flow
of cells. No pressure, sticking, or
compression.

Column matrix
• Designed and manufactured to deliver
maximum purity and yield of viable cells

•

The space between the spheres is about
20 times the size of lymphocytes

•

Gentle to cells as they can freely flow through

Figure 5: The MACS Column at a glance. Cells move freely between the
spheres inside the column and are only retained by magnetic forces.
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The MACS® Technology advantage

Select the best by combining MACS® Columns and MicroBeads
Advantage of column-based technology

A

Disadvantages of column-free technology

MACS® MicroBead
Technology

Competing column-free
technology

Strong magnetic force

Weak magnetic force

Minimal labeling suffices

Massive labeling required

Benefits of minimal labeling

B

• No non-specific labeling

Consequences of
massive labeling

• No cell activation

• Non-specific labeling

• No alteration of cell
characteristics

• Cell activation
• Alteration of cell
characteristics

1 μm

1 μm

Figure 6: Human PBMCs were either labeled with MACS CD3 MicroBeads for the isolation of T cells with a MACS Column or with other nano-sized
beads for column-free isolation of the same cell type. Scanning electron microscopy showed (A) no visible labeling on the cell surface after isolation
with MACS MicroBeads and MACS Columns, whereas (B) excessive labeling became obvious (indicated by arrows) after isolation with column-free
technology from another manufacturer.

YOUR BENEFITS
Why you select the best with MACS Technology:

A

B

• Effective separation: maximum purity and recovery
• Small bead size and minimal labeling:
preserved cell functionality
• No cell stress: highest cell viability
• Free epitopes, no bead aggregation, no epitope
cross-linking: full downstream compatibility
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Figure 7: Light microscopic analysis of human PBMC cultures labeled
with MACS CD3 MicroBeads or with nano-sized beads from another
manufacturer. (A) No bead accumulation in cell culture observed with
MACS MicroBeads. (B) Clearly visible bead aggregation (brown) with
the other technology.

Cell isolation from single-cell suspensions
and dissociated tissues

MACS® MicroBeads
and MicroBead Kits

MACS® Cell Isolation Kits

• The least manipulative positive selection method

Depletion of non-target cells to obtain pure,
truly untouched cells
MACS® Cell Isolation Kits contain a cocktail of titrated
antibodies and MACS MicroBeads for indirect magnetic
labeling (fig. 9). They are the preferred choice if binding of
antibodies to the target cells is not desired. Minimal labeling
of unwanted cells with MACS MicroBeads avoids nonspecific labeling of target cells, leaving the target cells truly
untouched (fig. 10). In contrast, column-free methods based
on nano-sized beads from other manufacturers require high
concentrations of labeling reagents resulting in non-specific
labeling of the target cell fraction.

• Preservation of cell functionality due to optimal labeling

• High purity and recovery rates

• Biodegradable: labeled cells are ready for downstream
applications

• Fully compatible with any downstream application

Percentage of cells showing expression
of measured activation markers

Straightforward positive selection of target cells
based on specific markers
The strong magnetic field generated by the matrix in the
MACS® Column allows for minimal labeling of target cells
with nano-sized MicroBeads. This ensures that plenty of
surface epitopes remain free for subsequent fluorescent
staining and flow cytometry analysis. Moreover, low
labeling concentrations and the small size of MACS
MicroBeads do not lead to activation of target cells (fig. 8).

• No non-specific labeling of target cells
Magnetic labeling
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Figure 8: Human B cells were enriched using MACS CD19 MicroBeads or
a column-free positive selection method from another manufacturer.
Subsequently, cells were cultured for 7 days in the presence or absence
of the B cell stimulation reagents CD40-Ligand/Anti-His antibody and
IL-4. Activation markers (CD69, CD80, and CD86) were measured by flow
cytometry directly after cell isolation and after cultivation with and
without stimulation. MACS MicroBeads did not alter the status of the
target cells, whereas the column-free method led to the activation of
B cells in the absence of stimulation reagents.

Figure 9: Non-target cells are magnetically labeled and depleted. During
separation, the unlabeled target cell type is collected in the flow-through
fraction. The labeled non-target cells are retained within the column.

A

B

50 μm

50 μm

Figure 10: Monocytes were enriched by depletion of unwanted cells
using (A) the MACS Monocyte Isolation Kit II, human or (B) a column-free
kit for human monocyte isolation from another manufacturer. Staining
of monocytes (red) and nano-sized beads (green) after isolation showed
non-specific labeling of the target cells when using column-free kits, while
MACS Technology provided truly untouched cells.
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Cell isolation directly from blood products

StraightFrom® Technology

MACSxpress® Technology

Cell isolation directly from blood products without
density gradient centrifugation
StraightFrom® MicroBeads allow magnetic isolation of
various leukocyte subsets from different starting materials
by positive selection. With these kits, isolation of leukocyte
subsets has never been easier and quicker. In contrast to
conventional methods, StraightFrom Technology does not
require density gradient centrifugation (fig. 11).

With high speed to untouched target cells
MACSxpress® Technology enables the fastest large-scale
isolation of untouched cells directly from whole blood –
without the need for any centrifugation. Micro-sized
MACSxpress Beads allow for minimal labeling to prevent
non-specific labeling and activation of target cells. Nontarget cells are removed by immunomagnetic depletion.
Simultaneously, erythrocytes are sedimented to yield target
cells of exceptional purity (fig. 12).

• Start directly with whole blood, buffy coat, and
leukocyte reduction system chamber (LRSC)
• The isolated target cells are immediately ready for any
downstream application
• Simple protocol with only a few handling steps

StraightFrom
MicroBeads protocol

Conventional
protocol

Transfer and dilute sample

Transfer and dilute sample

Magnetic labeling

Layer density gradient medium

Cell separation

Density gradient
centrifugation without brake

<30 min

PBMC separation and wash
Cell count
Magnetic labeling

• Go from whole blood to pure cells within 20 minutes
• Obtain untouched target cells directly from whole blood
• No density gradient centrifugation, erythrocyte lysis or
cell counting required

Add reconstituted MACSxpress
Cell Isolation Cocktail to whole
blood.

5 min
Place tube in the magnetic field
of the MACSxpress Separator
for 15 minutes.

Cell separation
>2 h
Figure 11: Comparison of the StraightFrom MicroBeads protocol with
conventional protocols, demonstrating the simplicity and short
hands-on time.

15 min
Collect the supernatant
which contains the unlabeled
target cells.

Total: 20 min
Figure 12: MACSxpress Technology allows the isolation of cells from
whole blood within 20 minutes.
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The next step in flexibility –
label-free cells and challenging samples

REAlease™ Technology

UltraPure MicroBeads

Get bead- and label-free cells
REAlease™ MicroBead Kits have been developed for positive
selection of target cells from PBMCs. REAlease MicroBead
Technology relies on recombinantly engineered antibody
fragments instead of antibodies to label specific cell surface
markers. The antibody fragments have a low affinity for cell
surface epitopes. However, when the fragments are
multimerized as a complex, they bind epitopes with high
avidity and enable effective magnetic cell separation.
REAlease Technology controls the multimer / monomer
state of the fragments and thus triggers the release of
monomerized antibody fragments from the cell surface
after isolation. Ultimately, the isolated cells are free from
antibody fragments and magnetic labels.

Minimize debris for high-quality results
UltraPure MicroBeads have been particularly optimized for
use with challenging samples. The unique formulation
provides compelling benefits particularly when starting
with materials that contain large amounts of cell debris or
low numbers of target cells. UltraPure MicroBeads greatly
improve recovery and purity of the sorted population by
specifically enriching viable target cells (fig. 13).
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Column-free method

• Recombinantly produced: lot-to-lot consistency allows
for reproducible results

• As easy to use as the classic MACS® MicroBeads
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• Label-free cells: the epitope of a marker becomes
completely available again

• High cell purity, even from challenging starting materials

MACS Technology

• Bead-free cells: suited for second round of
magnetic labeling

• Optimized formulation to minimize debris
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Figure 13: CD34 + cells were isolated with the column-based CD34
MicroBead Kit UltraPure (upper plots) or with a column-free positive
selection method from another manufacturer (lower plots). The cell
population purified with MACS MicroBeads UltraPure showed greatly
reduced amounts of debris compared to the column-free method.

LEARN MORE

Learn more about
REAlease MicroBead Technology at
m
 iltenyibiotec.com/realease-microbeads

LEARN MORE
Find the separation strategy that best fits
your needs at
miltenyibiotec.com/separation-strategies
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From manual to fully automated
high-throughput cell isolation

Manual separation

autoMACS® Pro Separator

Ease-of-use with manual MACS® Separators for simple and
straightforward setups in any lab.

Fully automated benchtop instrument for magnetic cell
separation of multiple samples.

• The ideal solution for low-throughput experiments

• Walk-away automation with cell labeling and isolation
of up to six samples

• Proven technology in over 30,000 publications
• Perfectly tailored solutions for your experimental needs

• Standardized cell separation for reproducible,
user-independent results
• Intuitive, easy-to-use software interface for a multi-user
environment

Figure 14: Manual MACS Separators equipped with MACS Columns.

LEARN MORE
First steps into MACS Technology – manual MACS
Separators at a glance
miltenyibiotec.com/separators
Figure 15: Fully automated labeling and separation for the most
convenient way to obtain pure cell populations with the autoMACS Pro
Separator.

LEARN MORE
Explore the autoMACS® Pro Separator features
and watch the video at
miltenyibiotec.com/automacs

SUPPORT
Miltenyi Biotec offers comprehensive technical
support for both new and advanced users alike.
Our experienced technical support teams have the
knowledge and expertise to answer your questions.
You can reach us at your convenience by e-mail,
phone, or online in our forums and Live Chat –
find all the information at
miltenyibiotec.com/support
No question is too big or small.
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MultiMACS™ Cell24 Separator Plus

MultiMACS™ X

Efficient, semi-automatic cell isolation of large sample
volumes or numbers.

Walk-away solution for high-throughput setups – the next
level of automated cell separation.

• Convenient and easy handling of up to 24 samples
in parallel or large sample volumes

• The benefits of the MultiMACS™ Cell24 Separator Plus
integrated into a liquid handler for minimal hands-on time

• Compatible with any starting material and
cell separation strategy

• Tailored solutions for your specific application
• Sample tracking, run reports, and LIMS integration

• Reliable, standardized process for reproducible results

Figure 16: Functional design for the isolation of large sample numbers
or volumes with the semi-automated MultiMACS Cell24 Separator Plus.

LEARN MORE
Simultaneous multisample magnetic cell
separation with the MultiMACS™ Cell24 Separator Plus
m
 iltenyibiotec.com/multimacs

Figure 17: Full automation, high-throughput processing, and sample
tracking for true walk-away cell isolation with the MultiMACS X.

LEARN MORE
MultiMACS X – designed to speed up
automated cell separation
miltenyibiotec.com/multimacsx
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miltenyibiotec.com/cellseparation

USA/Canada
Miltenyi Biotec Inc.
2303 Lindbergh Street
Auburn, CA 95602, USA
Phone 800 FOR MACS
Phone +1 530 888 8871
Fax +1 877 591 1060
macs@miltenyibiotec.com
Australia
Miltenyi Biotec
Australia Pty. Ltd.
Unit 16 A , 2 Eden Park Drive
Macquarie Park NSW 2113
Australia
Phone +61 2 8877 7400
Fax +61 2 9889 5044
macs@miltenyibiotec.com.au

Benelux
Miltenyi Biotec B.V.
Schipholweg 68 H
2316 XE Leiden
The Netherlands
macs@miltenyibiotec.nl
Customer service
The Netherlands
Phone 0800 4020120
Fax 0800 4020100
Customer service Belgium
Phone 0800 94016
Fax 0800 99626
Customer service Luxembourg
Phone 800 24971
Fax 800 24984

France
Miltenyi Biotec SAS
10 rue Mercoeur
75011 Paris, France
Phone +33 1 56 98 16 16
Fax +33 1 56 98 16 17
macs@miltenyibiotec.fr

China
Miltenyi Biotec Technology &
Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Rooms 2303 and 2309
No. 319, Xianxia Road
Changning District
200051 Shanghai, P.R. China
Phone +86 21 62351005
Fax +86 21 62350953
macs@miltenyibiotec.com.cn

Japan
Miltenyi Biotec K.K.
Nittsu-Eitai Building 5F
16-10 Fuyuki, Koto-ku,
Tokyo 135-0041, Japan
Phone +81 3 5646 8910
Fax +81 3 5646 8911
macs@miltenyibiotec.jp

Italy
Miltenyi Biotec S.r.l.
Via Paolo Nanni Costa, 30
40133 Bologna
Italy
Phone +39 051 6 460 411
Fax +39 051 6 460 499
macs@miltenyibiotec.it

Nordics and Baltics
Miltenyi Biotec Norden AB
Scheelevägen 17
223 70 Lund
Sweden
macs@miltenyibiotec.se
Customer service Sweden
Phone 0200-111 800
Fax 046-280 72 99
Customer service Denmark
Phone 80 20 30 10
Fax +46 46 280 72 99
Customer service
Norway, Finland, Iceland,
and Baltic countries
Phone +46 46 280 72 80
Fax +46 46 280 72 99
Singapore
Miltenyi Biotec Asia Pacific Pte Ltd.
100 Beach Road
#28-06 to 28-08 Shaw Tower
Singapore 189702
Phone +65 6238 8183
Fax +65 6238 0302
macs@miltenyibiotec.com.sg

South Korea
Miltenyi Biotec Korea Co., Ltd
Arigi Bldg. 8F
562 Nonhyeon-ro
Gangnam-gu
Seoul 06136, South Korea
Phone +82 2 555 1988
Fax +82 2 555 8890
macs@miltenyibiotec.co.kr
Spain
Miltenyi Biotec S.L.
C/Luis Buñuel 2
Ciudad de la Imagen
28223 Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid)
Spain
Phone +34 91 512 12 90
Fax +34 91 512 12 91
macs@miltenyibiotec.es
United Kingdom
Miltenyi Biotec Ltd.
Almac House, Church Lane
Bisley, Surrey GU24 9DR, UK
Phone +44 1483 799 800
Fax +44 1483 799 811
macs@miltenyibiotec.co.uk
www.miltenyibiotec.com

Miltenyi Biotec provides products and services worldwide. Visit www.miltenyibiotec.com/local to find your nearest Miltenyi Biotec contact.
Unless otherwise specifically indicated, Miltenyi Biotec products and services are for research use only and not for therapeutic or diagnostic use.
autoMACS, MACS, the MACS logo, MACSxpress, MidiMACS, MultiMACS, REAlease, and StraightFrom are registered trademarks or trademarks of
Miltenyi Biotec GmbH and/or its affiliates in various countries worldwide. Copyright © 2017 Miltenyi Biotec GmbH and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Germany/Austria/
Switzerland
Miltenyi Biotec GmbH
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 68
51429 Bergisch Gladbach
Germany
Phone +49 2204 8306-0
Fax +49 2204 85197
macs@miltenyibiotec.de

